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Artists at Odds
Tolstoy or Dostoevsky. An Essay in Contrast.
By GzogcESTEINER.
Faber. 3os.
OL S T OY or Dostoevsky?
Aristotle or Plato?
T Goethe
or Schiller ?--the great pairs of disputing twins continue to exercise our imagination and inflame our natural partisanship. We
are right, I think, to treat these neat dichotomies
with at least an initial suspicion. In order to
point a contrast the .rivals are so often weighted
in the direction of their differences, and in the
process their ownwords tend to be forgotten.
The answer to Mr. Steiner’s question is, of
course, "Bothl" and for a great deal of his book
this seemsto be the answerthat he is giving us.
But we realise clearly enough by the end that
the author is a convincedpartisan and that his
earlier tributes to Tolstoy have beenpaid partly
at least in order to give moreweightto the ideological summing-upagainst him.
There is a real complaint to be made here.
Whena more or less precise question of belief
is involveda critic should makehis ownposition
clear from the start. This is particularly needed
in our owntime whenthe question of Christian
belief is at issue. Abad habit is developing,and
should be checked. Non-Christiansfind it sarisfactory to use Christian metaphoras a meansof
adding a spurious depth and richness to their
theories, so that we are often left in ignorance
of whether religious language is being used
metaphorically or not. This is permissible, of
course, in the rhetorical and imagist languageof
poetry: it is a dangerousand annoyingpractice
in works of prose exposition. I wouldlike to
knowwhether Mr. Steiner is a Christian; and
I don’t know. Whenhe writes about Original
Sin does he meanthat he believes in an historical
Fall of Man? Eventhe blurb seemsto be deliberately contributing to our uncertainty. "Mr.
Steiner believes that without an awarenessof the
presence of God(or a denial o[ that presence)
[myitalics] certain ranges of intensity cannot
be attained." Howambiguouscan you get? And
it matters morethan Mr. Steiner seemsto think
that we should be fully informed about his
religious position.
This is no morethan a preliminary stutter of
irritation, thoughit is not a trivial one. In general this is a good, learned, and thoughtprovokingbook, in spite of the pervasive fault
whichI have mentionedand in spite of a rather
ominous beginning. "We can speak in one
breath of the Iliad and Warand Peace, of King
Lear and The Brothers Karamazov. It is as
simple and as complex as that." He does not
save himself from the simplicity by paying
deference to the complexity. There is a good

deal of this initial bombinationabout stature
before Mr. Steincr gets downto his serious occupation, which is to examinehis two writers and
their works with the closeness which wc may
properly demand.But he does do this; and the
greater part of the bookis an illuminating study
of the texts, in which Mr. Steiner showsvery
clearly that hc is both well-informed and perccptivc. His general critical position is made
clear both early and late in the book: early he
writes that
immemoriallyliterary criticism has aspired to
objective canons, to principles of judgmentat
once rigorous and universal. But on considering
its diverse history one wonderswhether such
aspirations havebeenor indeedcan be fulfilled.
Onewonderswhethercritical doctrines are ever
morethan the taste and sensibility of a manof
genius, or a school of opinion, temporarily imposed upon the spirit o£ an age by force of
presentation.
Andtowards the end of the book this judgment
is reiterated in a brisker, and better, form; "In
matters of poetry or myththere are no solutions,
merely attempts to make our responses more
adequate and of a more precise modesty." This
seems to me to be the only sane view of the
critical function, and Mr. Steiner adheres to it
with admirable consistency.
He showsus a Tolstoy whowas epical, earthbound, a brilliant observer of the world, and a
passionate though limited moralist. Oneof his
boldest strokes is to choose three of the most
admired, and "spiritual," passages of Warand
Peace and attempt to show that they do not
deserve the admiration that has been accorded
them. "In the three examplescited, we cometo
a point at whichthe tone falters and the narrative loses somethingof its rhythmand precision.
This occurs as we pass from the portrayal of
action to the interior monologue.Everytime, the
monologueitself strikes one as inadequate. It
takes on a forensic note, a neutral resonance, as
if a second voice were intruding." This seems
to meto be well observed.
Mr. Steiner then shows us a Dostoevsky who
was dramatic, anti-humanist, heretically Christian, profoundly awareof the evil in the world
(andof its inevitability), anti-moralist and pessimistic. This is, of course, the conventional
portrayal, and it is hard indeed to think of a
contrary one which wouldcarry any conviction.
WhatMr. Steiner usefully does is to showthat
muchof the mechanismof Dostoevsky’s novels
is, in a sense, extraneous to their matter, and
that a confusionabout this has led to confusions
about the real nature of what the novelist was
saying. He showsthat Dostoevskytook a great
deal of his apparatus from the Gothic novels
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The Bad-Tempered Man
or The Misanthrope
A Play in Five Scenes by Menander
Translated by PHILIP VELLACOTT
With a Forezoord by CHRI$TOPHER
FRY
First performedin 317 B.c., Dyscolus (The BadTemperedMan)is Menander’sfirst complete play to
cometo light--a simple rustic comedy,unambitious
but entertaining. This translation (already performed
on the B.B.C. Third Programme)is based on
HughLloyd-Jones’s edition of the text, to be
published shortly by the Clarendon Press. The
Introduction tells somethingof the play’s progress
from discovery of the papyrus to stage-performance.
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MHRIEL SPARK
THE BACHELORS
Following the great successes
of
Memento Mori and The Ballad of Peckham Rye Muriel Spark’s new novel deals
with the quaint little underworld of
bachelordom. Muriel Spark observes
from an angle which cuts through the
conventional trappings of ordinary life
and goes deep to the roots of the human
dilemma. The result is, as always,
fascinating
and funny and, in The
Bachelors, particularly moving. 16s.

Marga Minco
Tramlated from the Dutch by RoYEDWARDS
In the Holland of I94O MargaMincowas a little
Jewish girl at school; alone of her family she
escaped arrest by the Nazis and the certain death
whichwouldhave followed. Illustrated IOS 6d net
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KENNEDY

The Poet’s Circuits

The powerful story of a man haunted
by his conscience, forced into conflict
with his family and friends and at last
driven to his death in a wayside hovel
among vagrants fle~ing from justice
during the Napoleonic Wars. The story
is told with that counterpoint of irony,
comedy and pathos
which Miss
Kennedy’s readers have learnt to expect
from her.
16s.
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Padriac Colum
’There is no dit~culty of commtmication
or obscurity
of meaning in Mr Colum’s poems, which combine
simplicity with lyrical beauty. Throughthemall
shines a love of his country and his people whichis
perhaps strengthened by exile in America.’ BELPAST
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LAURENCE

Edited by Jean Seznec
and Jean Adh£’mar
This volume,written entirely ha French, is
unsurpassed in Diderot’s wholeliterary production
for brilliance, range of thought, and variety of tone.
Illustrated £5 5s net
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THE BRITISH COMMITTEEOF
IMPERIAL DEFENCE 1885-I959

Franklyn Arthur Johnson
Foreword by The Rt. Hon. General LORDISMAY
Professor Johnson’s full-length, comprehensive
study of the Committeeshowsnot ordy its importance
as a factor ha British policy-making,but also how
it served as the prototype for virtually all of
America’shigher organizations for planning and
co-ordination: the National Security Council, the
Cabinet Secretariat, and the CombinedChiefs of
Staff. Tiffs bookis a valuable contribution to
constitutional history.
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY

THIS SIDE JORDON
This novel, set in the Gold Coast some
months before it gained its independence, portrays movingly all the social
and spiritual
ferment and the great
problems that face a society in transition. The keynote of this novel is change
and growth. Individuals, like institutions, change only painfully, whether in
concepts of colonialism, in the minds of
white men or concepts of tribalism in
the minds of black men.
16s.
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of the first half of the century. All this is very
well presented. It is informative and unpretentious.
Bur ~F, with our initial conceptionof scales to
be evenly balanced, we expect to find strictures
on Dostoevsky for failing where Tolstoy so
notably succeeded we shall be seriously disappointed. By this point in the bookMr. Steiner
is beginning to slide surreptitiously into the
saddle of his chosen horse. He has taken sides,
though we maynot recognise this until near the
end; and henceforth the wholetrend of his argument will be more and more weighted against
Tolstoy.
Yet there is, of course, a criticism to be made
of Dostoevskyin the terms we were expecting.
There are momentsin these great but flawed
novels whenthe characters leave the ground so
far below them that we can no longer accept
their reality--in any of the manysenses of an
ambiguous word. And equally it is true that
there are many momentsin Tolstoy--moments,
in particular, of extraordinary joy--when the
nature of humanexperience is being explored
in the profoundest terms we can conceive of. It
is true that Tolstoy’s politics werenaive--but so
were Dostoevsky’s. Yet Tolstoy’s are used
against him by Mr. Steiner while Dostoevsky’s
are dismissed as irrelevant.
And when Mr.
Steiner finds immenseand loaded significance
in the fact that Soviet Russia has accepted
Tolstoy and, until recently, rejected Dostoevsky,
he is really using the argument of guilt by
association. (Not that popularity in modern
Russia wouldseem to meto carry the least suggestion of inadequacy--orof merit either.)
As for the first answerwhichI have suggested
to the implied questionof Mr.Steiner’s title, he
seems to dismiss it in a single sentence. "The
tenor of their respective greatness and its forms
of being set them irremediably at odds." This
implies that those merits which each writer exclusively possessed are by their nature incompatible. But need we believe that this is so?
Mustn’t we, in fact, believe that it need not be
so, and that it has not invariably been so? There
is, of course, a great deal of Dostoevskywhich
could never have appeared anywherein Shakespeare. But in Timon, in Hamlet, in Lear and
Troilus and Cressida there is as muchof Dostoevsky’s unique perception as the period
allowed. Just as there is muchof the true greatness of Tolstoy in Antony and Cleopatra,
Othello, Henry the Filth, and Twel[th Night.
Andevenif this dubious appeal to the greatest
authority should be rejected, it still remainstrue
that there is nothing necessarily incompatiblein
the fundamental qualities of the two writers.
Of course if one believes in original sin one

cannot simultaneously believe in humanperfectability (though the dramatic element in all
great literature does not excludethis possibility
so rigorously as the moreliteral-minded critics
might suppose). But if we are thinking in terms
of epic and drama, of optimism and pessimism,
of the world within and the world without, the
ethical and the existential, then the incompatibility lies only in the apparentlimitations of the
individual humantemperament.But art can and
does transcend the temperamentallimitations of
the artist. Areconciliation of these attitudes, or
at least their meaningfuljuxtaposition, should
be the object of every ambitious writer.

Philip Toynbee

The Messianic Heresy
Political Messianism:TheRomantic Phase. By
J. L. T~uoN.Secl(er & Warburg.5os.
R o v ~ s s o R Talmon’sOrigins of TotaliP t arian Democracyhas becomea landmark in
the discussion of revolutionary movements.His
new volume, a massive sequel to the earlier
work, carries the story and the argumenta step
further. The Origins presented a critique of the
radical ideas which cameto the surface in the
French Revolution, and an analysis of political
tendencies inherent in the sects which sprang
from the collapse of Jacobinism. Nowwe are
given a picture of the Europethat arose from
the double impact of the industrial revolution
and the French Revolution. This broadening of
the canvascarries with it a shift fromideological
to material considerations, but for the mostpart
Dr. Talmonprovides a history of ideas during
the period under review--roughly the years
between Waterloo and the upheaval of x848.
Given the programmaticcharacter of almost all
political thinking in this age, the emphasison
ideology is doubtless justified, but it leads to
some awkwardnesswhen in a separate chapter
the attempt is made to bring the industrial
revolution into the picture.
It is no criticism of ProfessorTalmon’searlier
work to say that it had something to do with
promotingthe conservative outlook of the decade
that lies behind us. The Western world in the
I95O’S bore someresemblance to Europe in the
x85o’s--both had witnessed a revolutionary upheaval and were busy digesting the fruit. We
are still pondering the outcomeof the Russian
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